July 19–24, 2021 - online

FIFTH CIRCULAR LETTER
The organizing committee of the V International Conference on Philology and Diachronic
Linguistics: Diachronic Constellations (V CILH), in honor of Professors Charlotte Galves
and Mary Kato, welcomes all those registered for the event and informs the following.
1. To consult the detailed program of the Conference: log into the Even3 platform
(https://www.even3.com.br/vcilh2021/), and then click on the “Programação” link.
Alternatively, the Program can be downloaded (except for the short courses) at
https://www2.iel.unicamp.br/v-cilh/programacao-detalhada/
2. To participate in the event's activities, either as a presenter or as a spectator: you
must log in to the event's auxiliary website through the email in which you registered, by
visiting (https://www.even3.com.br/vcilh2021 /) > LOGIN > Event Transmission >
“Transmission” and select the activity listed in the Program.
3. To participate in sessions with oral presentations: we will use rooms in the ZOOM
app, which will be available for entry (via the path indicated above) at least 10 minutes before
the session starts. We therefore ask all attendees, and especially presenters, to install and/or
update ZOOM (by downloading it again) as soon as possible and prior to the event.
• How the work presentation sessions will be organized: The presentations of
papers should be presented in 20 minutes each, and, at the end of the session, up to
10 minutes should be allocated to the discussion on each one of the works, in the
order in which they were presented. In the case of co-authored works, up to 3 people
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can present, remembering not to exceed the established time limit. On the other
hand, poster presenters will have 5 minutes for give a summary of their content (with
or without presentation of the poster PDF) and, at the end, 30 minutes of discussion
will be allocated to presenters, who will be available for interaction in simultaneous
rooms inside the ZOOM meeting room.
• Recommendations for presenters: please test screen sharing before the event, as
the slides must be controlled by the presenter himself. Arrive at the virtual room 10
minutes in advance to check the audio and video features.
• Recommendations for spectators: when joining the ZOOM rooms, make sure
you are identified with first and last name. Monitors may request correction of the
name if it appears in an unclear manner. Do not start audio or video except when
asking questions. If you want to ask a question, write in the chat “Question”, so that
the mediator can give you the floor.
• Where to consult the virtual posters: visit the event's official website, through the
link https://www2.iel.unicamp.br/v-cilh/posteres/
4. To participate in plenary sessions (solemn sessions, homage sessions, and lectures): in
this case, the participants will not be redirected to ZOOM, but to the Youtube channel of
the V CILH mirrored on the Even3 platform. It is important to remember that, to make
comments and questions, the participant must be logged in to the event, following the steps
described in item 2, as the chat on the YouTube channel will not be enabled.
• Exceptionally, these activities will have simultaneous interpretation (PortugueseEnglish). Only participants who need simultaneous interpretation in Portuguese (for
lectures in English) or in English must access the Zoom room via Even3, whose
capacity is limited to 250 participants.
5. To obtain a certificate as an audit participant: if you are not presenting a paper, you
must participate in at least 6 (six) activities in the event in order to get the certificate of
attendance (except short courses, which will have their own certificate). The frequency is
registered by the Even3 Platform automatically, as soon as the participant accesses the
respective activities. If you want to guarantee attendance, you can pre-register for the
activities by previously clicking on the desired activity items in the menu “Inscrição”, but this
is not necessary to participate.
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6. About publication opportunities related to the event: The V CILH will provide
opportunities for publications of selected works in scientific journals and thematic books,
whose complete list is available at: https://www2.iel.unicamp.br/v-cilh/publicacoesprevistas/ .
7. In case of doubts about the Even3 platform or Zoom: consult the tutorials at:
https://www2.iel.unicamp.br/v-cilh/instrucoes-para-participantes/ .
8. In case of technical difficulties during the event: contact the help desk through the email:
suportevcilh@gmail.com
We look forward to seeing you from the 19th of July onwards! Have a nice conference!

Official website: https://www2.iel.unicamp.br/v-cilh/
Auxiliary website: https://www.even3.com.br/vcilh2021/.
Follow us on Instagram: v_cilh
July 14, 2021
The Organizing Committee
V CILH – Diachronic Constellations
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